where the interplay of small gables creates unusual
picturesque relationships.

Above & below - Bailey’s Mill

Picturesque groups of buildings with prominent
gables line the lanes near Tansley Wood Mills

At Farnsworth’s Bleachworks site (pictured
below) buildings also line the edges of Lumsdale
Road and create dramatic tunnelled views up and
down the lane. To the west side of the road, the
tall, stepped masonry of former bleachworks
buildings lines the lane, to the east, the walls of
standing buildings and retaining walls line the lane.
The main Bleachworks building, with its gable
frontage and central oculus, is a major landmark in
approaching from the south. The brook is not very
evident, although it is very noisy, as it lies deep
below the road level, separated from the lane by a
long strip of land and very substantial retaining
walls.

At Tansley Wood Mills (pictured below) many of
the buildings are located deep within the site, which
runs parallel with the brook. Much of the
development is hidden from the road view and is
only visible from the public footpath to the north
(No. 11). There are similar views into the Tansley
Wood Mills and Bailey’s Mill complexes from the
public footpaths on the north side of the valley as
long stretches of roof run parallel with the
watercourses. The most dominant buildings at
Tansley Wood Mills are the three-storey buildings
that line the eastern edge of the road. These, like
many other mill buildings within the valleys, are
only visible at close quarters. They rise up
dramatically above road level to enclose and
channel the vistas. The tall buildings around the
perimeter of the site and curtain walls form
courtyards, so that the activity is then hidden within
the site. The area also contains clusters of singlestorey buildings, dotted along the edge of the lanes,

Behind the main complex of buildings facing the
road are mainly modern buildings and behind these
are a group of eighteenth and nineteenth century
houses and cottages which served the former
industries. The relationship of these buildings is
unusual as they were in separate ownerships but
they are nevertheless intertwined.
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Between Tansley Wood Mills and Farnsworth’s
Bleachworks lies the only remaining millpond in
this area. It is heavily silted up but its outline is still
evident. The perimeter of the pond is planted with
rhododendron, possibly escapees from the gardens
at Tansley Wood House, which lies just to the east.
Alternatively, they may have been deliberately
planted to semi-landscape the millpond & enhance
the views nearest the house. The entrance gates to
Tansley Wood House & its stone gatepiers are a
prominent feature immediately to the north of the
millpond.

Entrance gateway to Tansley Wood House

•

Modern two-storey terraced houses, Nos. 117 Lumsdale Road, form uncharacteristic
blocks of development & inhibit views
across the valley, with a loss of special
character.

•

Some of the mammoth, modern industrial
buildings block key views of landmarks, and
views of the wider valley setting.

•

Concrete block walls lining Footpath 11 to
the north of Scholes Mill, and surrounding
part of the Scholes Mill site spoil the
predominantly “gritstone” character of the
valley.

•

Boundaries to the Old Coach Road have
been removed with the consequential loss of
enclosed intimate character.

•

In many places the watercourses, sluices and
head races that fall within the ownership of
Tansley Wood Mills site are in poor
condition. The sluices in the ponds above
Scholes Mill are not in working order & part
of the middle pond culvert has collapsed.

Negative Factors
•

Empty and redundant industrial buildings at
Tansley Wood Mills are under
redevelopment but progress is slow

•

Fast-growing conifers & leylandii, laid in
straight blocks, designed to screen some of
the larger industrial buildings and to provide
privacy for dwellings & offices, are out of
place as the landscape along the roadside is
mainly open, with a largely broadleaved
wooded backdrop

•

Development that is out of place at the Scout Hut
(above).
Area 3 – Tansley

Speedwell Mill is largely hidden by a large
leylandii hedge, its original landmark
character & stark, dramatic impact now
hidden

•

Concrete kerbs & wide splayed access roads
are out of place – particularly the junction of
Lumsdale Road and the A615 and the
junction of The Old Coach Road & the
A615

•

Some of the rendered buildings surrounding
the Scout Hut stand are out of place &
would benefit from replacement with less
obtrusive temporary buildings

This area comprises the rural area,
watercourses and brook that lie to the north of
Tansley.
The upper part of the valley to the north of Tansley
takes a bowl-shaped form and is largely selfcontained. As one of the highest points in the
conservation area, located on the former moorland,
the views are far-reaching. Along the slope of the
hills, fields for pasture are subdivided by drystone
walls. The trees at the bottom of the valley are
densely planted along the watercourses creating a
long green corridor. Here, the brook runs deep in a
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narrow gorge and is barely noticeable in this part of
the conservation area, even where it is crossed by
the road bridge at the bottom of Oaksedge Lane.
Late enclosure of the moor led to short & straight
sections of road, with sharp right-angle bends, so
the views along the lanes are relatively short.
The western side of the conservation area is
defined by Oaksedge Lane & Foxholes Lane, from
where there are far-reaching views across the valley
to the east, towards Foxholes Cottage, & south
across Tansley. A few smallholdings incorporating
small cottages and outbuildings are scattered
intermittently along these lanes. Brook Cottage &
Woodbine Cottage have eighteenth century origins
and relate more closely to the Tansley settlement.

Above & below - eighteenth & nineteenth century
smallholdings, cottages & small outbuildings
dominate the architectural character to the north of
Tansley

The upper mill pond is located on private land and
is not visible or accessible. It is maintained and is
now surrounded by trees. Lower down the valley
the Bobbin Mill is a small structure off Oaksedge

public views of the former mill pond, or the
mill, and the relationship with the
conservation area is less clearly defined

View across the valley looking towards Foxholes
Cottage. The trees in the middle distance surround
the upper mill pond
Lane. Its size reflects earlier forms of cottage
industries that predate the industrial revolution.
Both the Bobbin Mill and the cottages within the
valley are small in scale, compared with buildings in
other parts of the conservation area.
Negative Factors
•

Private commercial use of the land near the
old Bobbin Mill means that there are no
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•

Modern houses set within a small cul-de-sac,
where Oaksedge Lane meets The Knoll,
dominate the approach to the old Bobbin
Mill

•

The mill pond above the Bobbin Mill is
silted up

•

Cottages have lost their original joinery
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10.

NEGATIVE FACTORS

Loss of Water Management structures
Many of the watercourses and structures associated
with the mills and water management are in poor
condition. Their deterioration and loss has a
negative impact on the conservation area.
The responsibility for maintaining all of the
watercourses & any sluices, weirs, dams, culverts,
etc, rests with the owners of the land bordering the
watercourses or the owner of the mill site, if this is
different. Riparian owners are those who own land
bordering a watercourse. A watercourse is any
natural or artificial channel through which water
flows, such as a river, brook, beck, or mill stream.
A riparian owner must maintain the bed and banks
of the watercourse, and also the trees and shrubs
growing on the banks. The landowner must also
clear any debris, even if it did not originate from
their land, and keep the bed and banks clear of any
matter that could cause an obstruction and keep
any structures clear of debris. These structures
include culverts, trash screens, weirs and mill gates.
The head race serving the former Tansley Wood Mills from
the Knabhall Brook is still partially diverted along a leat,
which is in poor condition

A river control structure is a structure that affects
river levels and flow. Examples include mills, dams
and weirs. Anyone who owns a river control
structure is legally obliged to maintain and operate
the structure properly and must also fulfill any
byelaws. The owner may be sued in the civil courts
by anyone who suffers as a result of the owner’s
actions or neglect. Gates and screens should be
kept clear of obstructions, so that they work
properly. The Environment Agency must be
informed if an owner wishes to modify an existing
structure.

Vulnerability of artefacts
There are many historic artefacts around the
various industrial sites, which are an important
component of the cultural significance of the
conservation area (examples pictured below). Many

A Flood Risk Assessment may be required by the
Environment Agency in association with planning
applications that affect water courses/ mill sites.

Collapsed section of culvert near the upper mill pond at
Tansley
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are easily accessible from public footpaths and are
vulnerable to theft or damage. They are also
vulnerable to deterioration, as they are often
redundant, they are not generally maintained and
they have no economic benefit. These include; the
remains of a French millstone at the Sawmill site,
cast iron posts & metalwork fixings within
stonework, gearing & gates for weirs and sluices,
stone bleaching vats at the bleachworks sites, the
stone guiding rails of the tub railway & sections of
rail.

views from the A615 & diluted the unique &
compact character of the mill complex.

Alterations to buildings
The industrial use of many buildings in the
conservation area meant that as timber windows &
doors came to the end of their useful life, they were
replaced on an ad-hoc basis. The result is a wide
variety of joinery details and a lack of design
continuity. This is part of the charm & character of
the conservation area. The traditional joinery in
domestic buildings, by contrast, has been replaced
in most instances & the replacement is usually
wholesale. Many of the smaller domestic buildings
incorporate modern uPVC or stained hardwood
windows and doors. The larger houses, in contrast,
fare better and retain sash windows. Cast iron
windows survive in greater number as, if
maintained properly, they have a long life.

New housing development at Bailey’s Mill has introduced
blocks of buildings that dilute the original compact form of
the mill complex & in some cases obstruct views

Recent industrial development on the periphery of
the conservation area, particularly off Tansley Old
Coach Road, has adopted large building forms, with
prefabricated metal frames, enabling buildings with
wide spans. The building forms are quite distinct
from the majority of historic buildings in the
conservation area. They and the accompanying
large areas of hardstanding are particularly
prominent during the winter months when there is
no leaf cover to disguise their presence. In order to
disguise and screen some of these large buildings,
the designers have planted long rows of leylandii,
which are out of place in the conservation area.
The more prominent twentieth century industrial
buildings on the upper slopes of the valleys have a
more detrimental impact. Some modern units block
views of important buildings, such as Scholes Mill.
Modern development has in some cases led to large
areas of hardstanding fronting the lanes, with the
loss of traditional enclosure.

There are only occasional instances where concrete
roof tiles have replaced traditional roofing
materials, such as at the Bobbin Mill, Lumsdale
House and at Pond Cottages, where concrete tiles
have replaced stone slate.
Alterations to Boundary Walls
The demolition of sections of boundary wall to
create car parking spaces along Lumsdale Road has
a negative effect on the character of the
conservation area. The introduction of wide gated
entrances to new dwellings has also had a negative
effect on the character of the conservation area,
particularly in the vicinity of Lumsdale House,
where a number of similar entrances now vie for
attention.
Twentieth century development
The redevelopment of Bailey’s Mill has resulted in
the construction of a large number of new
dwellings in an area that was not historically
domestic. The domestic scale of the residential
uses, mostly two-storey with small windows,
porches, garages & domestic paraphernalia, has
introduced buildings of a new character into the
conservation area. In order to reduce their impact,
the designers have incorporated blocks of terraces
but the result is that by introducing large blocks
into the surrounding countryside this has blocked

Large areas of hardstanding along the Old Coach Road
combined with the loss of boundary walls have a detrimental
effect on the conservation area
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11.
GENERAL CONDITION OF THE
AREA
Buildings
Overall the condition of the industrial buildings
within the valley is poor, even though there are
some notable exceptions in recent years, such as
the conversion of Bailey’s (Matlock) Mill & Scholes
Mill.
The survival rate of buildings associated with the
bleaching & dyeing industries is very poor
compared with cotton spinning & manufacture.
The lack of a single, large, landmark building within
the bleaching industry that can be adapted to other
uses, has meant that over the years many of the
smaller buildings have been demolished and most
of the machinery has been removed. However, at
Tansley Wood Mills a number of these buildings
survive & those in better condition are currently
being converted to mixed uses. At Farnsworth’s
Bleachworks site the early twentieth century
development of the industry has left a number of
buildings on the site, although the eighteenth &
nineteenth century evidence is scant.

Large leylandii hedges have obscured some buildings. In the
case of Speedwell Mill (above), the hedge has removed its
identity as a major landmark.
Below - the Nationwide Crash Repair Centre is particularly
prominent from the Old Coach Road, but is largely hidden
by a leylandii hedge from the west

Litter
A notable problem in certain parts of the
conservation area is the amount of litter that is
distributed adjacent to paths and alongside streams.
Some, but not all, of these areas are fairly
inaccessible and it is difficult to collect the litter.
The responsibility for litter collection on private
land rests with the landowner but many landowners
do not take this seriously. Closer to Matlock the
litter increases and is an eyesore alongside the
public footpaths that run in front of the Hurst
Farm estate. There are a few individuals that act
irresponsibly and the problem is not widespread.

Former Malthouse at Bailey’s Mill - holes in the stone slate
roof of the grade II listed building will lead to rapid
deterioration of this building at risk
All too readily the landmark industrial chimneys,
expensive to maintain & increasingly a liability,
have been demolished as they have fallen out of
use. In the upper Lumsdale valley, which was once
named for its plethora of chimneys, only one
industrial chimney survives, hidden within the trees.
In the upper Lumsdale valley the Arkwright Society
has a remit to preserve the structures and
watercourses. There is a slow programme of repair
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Lumsdale - ruinous former bleaching buildings are hidden within the undergrowth & ivy
Inset picture - trees have taken hold within the wheel pit at the former Sawmill & will lead to further damage
and consolidation and the Lower Bleachworks site
(former cotton mill), Smithy and the grinding mill
have been the main focus of repairs. However, the
simple action of trying to prevent further decay
does require extensive intervention, consolidating
& re-pointing ruins and active involvement in
selectively felling trees, as well as cutting down
undergrowth & removing seedlings, trees and ivy
from the masonry. Progress is slow and structures
are deteriorating slowly. Steps are often dished and
worn. The complex at Lumsdale is very extensive
and difficult to manage & monitor. There is a
delicate balance between preserving the special
“green and peaceful ambience” of the valley, the
natural beauty & drama of the upper Lumsdale
valley & the prevention of accelerated decay to
structures. The unchecked growth of ivy within the
ruins is a typical problem, as its over-zealous
removal could expose the ruins to further damage
from either the public scrambling over the ruins or
from hard frosts & rain washing out the friable
mortar joints. However, the growth of ivy along the
tops of unprotected walls is causing widespread
damage.

& weirs are gradually deteriorating as there is no
economic driving force requiring their
maintenance.
In some instances where the
millponds are now used for recreational purposes,
there is an economic benefit & minimal
maintenance goes on. As part of the development
of the Tansley Wood Mills site, a large number of
the water management systems which were owned
& controlled by the site and which extend along the
periphery of Tansley village will be repaired & this
is a positive outcome of redevelopment.
Unfortunately, without maintenance the surviving
millponds will become silted up and may eventually
become too overgrown with trees & clogged with
silt to be economically viable to recover and in time
further ponds may become lost.
The opportunity to re-establish lost or silted-up
ponds & to repair & conserve historic buildings
should be given priority over the loss of trees and
the LPA will need to be pragmatic & proportionate
in their approach to the management of trees
alongside watercourses and adjacent to historic
buildings, in view of the significance of the
industrial history & water management as the
intrinsic character of the conservation area.

Water Management
The water management systems; culverts, tail &
head races, bridges, parapets, embankments, sluices
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Landscape
The landscape of the valleys has changed
dramatically over the centuries:
•

Large areas of woodland were cleared for
agriculture & for various industries in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Woodland was then managed & probably
coppiced for the production of “white coal”

•

Large areas of conifer woodland were
planted in the nineteenth century to reestablish trees within a barren landscape &
substantial parkland type trees were
introduced in the nineteenth century to
create drama, a lush character & picturesque
interest

•

During the twentieth century trees have selfset & become established, with little active
management

•

Trees have infiltrated areas of buildings and
ruins as a result of lack of active
management & control & there is now an
emphasis on landscape quality

•

scrub on the south western slopes while bracken,
rough grasses and ruderal herb species such as rose
bay willow herb are colonising the more open areas.
This is probably preparatory to the colonisation of
scrub and, subsequently, woodland. Trees are also
effectively colonising parts of the stream valleys
that are strongly associated with past industry. As a
result ruined buildings and other industrial artefacts
are in danger of being subsumed and undermined
A management programme that maintains the
mosaic of different habitats, protects the industrial
archaeology and improves the structure of the
existing woodland resource through control of
regeneration and the development of a glade
system is desirable.
Beech is becoming dominant in parts of the
Conservation Area, particularly the Knabhall Brook
valley. Though beech woodland has its own
distinctive character species diversity tends to be
low with the dense canopies shading out the field
layer. The further spread of beech will not benefit
biodiversity and for this reason it should be
carefully controlled.
Field boundaries such as dry stone walls and
hedgerows exist in various states of repair and their
upkeep would benefit the overall condition of the
landscape as would the improvement/ removal of
poorly designed/ maintained features such as
protective rails and fences in the valleys.

Natural beauty has taken over from a hard
industrial landscape. The natural beauty &
woodland setting are the primary
characteristics of large parts of the
conservation area

The general condition of the landscape is good but
there is a pressing need for action in order to
maintain and enhance it.
At present, though woodland is dominant, a mosaic
of different habitats from open grassland to dense
woodland is reflected in the variety of landscapes
that exist within the Conservation Area. No more
is this so than within the valley of the Bentley
Brook where thickly growing woodland on the
steeper slopes associated with the stream channel
gives way to more open woodland, scrub and
heathy grassland on the higher slopes. The
diversity is good for wildlife and is, visually, highly
attractive.
However, there is little evidence of an active
programme of landscape management. As a result,
woodland appears to be becoming more dense in
nature with the understorey and field layer
becoming shaded out as a result.
The
preponderance of mature high canopy trees is
attractive but there is a danger that the woodlands
are becoming too even aged in structure. At the
same time trees are starting to dominate areas of
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12. P R O B L E M S ,
PRESSURES
CAPACITY FOR CHANGE

&

Highfields School, on both sides of the lane.
Opportunities for further housing development are
limited.
“Infill” development may not be
appropriate in many circumstances because the
gaps, fields and copses and spaces between the
buildings, are often part of the dispersed rural
character of the conservation area.

Problems & Pressures
Employment & Industry
The economic vitality of the area has fluctuated
over the centuries, and continues to do so. Whilst
the area has historically been used for
manufacturing and light & heavy industries, the
recent adaptation of some industrial buildings to
residential uses increases the pressure to convert
industrial buildings to residential uses elsewhere.
The continued presence of industrial units and
industry within the Brookfields Industrial Estate
supports local businesses as well as larger national
companies. Growth within this industrial estate
may in the future impact on the character and
setting of the conservation area.

Condition of Buildings
The condition of many of the industrial buildings
within the conservation area is a problem as there
are currently no readily available sources of grantaid to fund their repair or consolidation. The valley
lies outside the Derwent Valley World Heritage Site
where funding takes precedence. Any repairs are
likely to be very costly and industrial buildings
require huge investment.
Capacity for Change

Highways & Traffic Management
The narrow lanes, which are such an important part
of the character of the Lumsdale Conservation
Area, sometimes create conflicts between traffic
flow, the movement of heavy good vehicles &
servicing the old industrial sites & modern
industrial units.

The maintenance & repair of historic buildings
within the conservation area will require significant
investment over many years to prevent further
deterioration of the historic fabric. Many former
industrial buildings are without an active, economic
use and this is unlikely to change in the short term.
In the case of the Upper Lumsdale valley, the
Lumsdale Project began in 1976 when it was
recognised that action would have to be taken to
save the complex of ruined mills, ponds &
watercourses. Mrs Marjorie Mills offered a lease to
the Arkwright Society without charge if it would
undertake preservation. The aim was to “freeze”
the monuments in their present state of picturesque
decay rather than restore them & at the same time
open up access to the public. There is no intention
therefore by the Arkwright Society to find
economic uses. The repair of the fabric relies
entirely upon fund-raising, grant aid & volunteer
help.

Public Realm
There are no specific large spaces that could be
designated as public realm. However, there is an
extensive, well-trodden footpath network
throughout the conservation area, to which the
public has access. Many of the stone paved surfaces
& steps are in poor condition.

There is potential for limited enhancement within
the conservation area through the removal of some
industrial eyesores. There are relatively few modern
buildings within the historic core. Redevelopment
of key sites provides an opportunity to remove the
more unsightly, modern industrial units.
The repair of public footpaths and bridges will
need a pro-active management plan, identifying
specific sources of funding, to prevent the further
loss of the infrastructure; stone paving, steps, walls,
abutments and revetments, parapets and arches.
Any scheme should be in partnership with the
County Council, because of their statutory
responsibility for certain bridges & their statutory
role with regard to rights of way.

Housing
The presence of the conservation area on the edge
of Matlock has limited the expansion of housing to
the east of the town. There has, however, been
some housing development during the twentieth
century at the upper end of Lumsdale, near
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13.

best to monitor the impact of planning policies and
decisions on the historic environment.

CONSERVATION POLICIES

The following areas of conservation guidance have
been highlighted, in particular where this applies to
the Lumsdale Conservation Area Appraisal.

HE6: Information Requirements for
Applications for Consent Affecting Heritage
Assets.
Applicants are required to provide a description of
the significance of the heritage asset affected and
the contribution of their setting to that significance
when submitting an application for consent. The
level of detail should be proportionate to the
importance of the heritage asset and no more than
is sufficient to understand the potential impact of
the proposal on the significance of the asset.
However Local Planning Authorities should not
validate applications where the extent of the impact
on the heritage asset cannot be adequately
understood.

NATIONAL PLANNING GUIDANCE
Planning Policy Statement 5
Planning for the Historic Environment
(CLF March 2010)

PPS 5 came into force in March 2010 and replaces
the previous Planning Policy Guidance Notes 15
and 16 : Planning and the Historic Environment
and Planning and Archaeology.
In essence, there are twelve policies contained
within PPS5 which succinctly embody much of the
policy advice contained within PPG15 and PPG16.
The policies in the PPS are a material planning
consideration which must be taken into account in
development management decisions, where
relevant. The twelve policies are as follows:-

HE7: Policy Principles Guiding the
Determination of Applications for Consent
Relating to All Heritage Assets.
In making decisions on planning, listed building or
Conservation Area Consent applications Local
Planning Authorities should:-

HE1 : Heritage Assets and Climate Change
A greater emphasis has been given to the re-use /
modification of buildings, securing sustainable
development, enhancing energy efficiency etc.

-

HE2 : Evidence Base for Plan Making
Regional and local planning authorities should
ensure that they have evidence about the historic
environment and heritage assets in their area and
that this is publicly documented. LPAs should
either maintain or have access to a Historic
Environment Record and use the evidence to
assess the heritage asset and the contribution they
make to their environment. (In Derbyshire the
HER is held by Derbyshire County Council).

-

HE 3: Regional and Local Plan Approaches
Regional strategies and local development
frameworks should set out a positive, proactive
strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the
historic environment in their area.

-

HE4: Permitted Development and Article 4
Directions
Local Planning Authorities should consider
whether the exercise of permitted development
rights would undermine the aims for the historic
environment. If not then the use of an Article 4
Direction should be considered to ensure
appropriate development.

-

-

HE5: Monitoring Indicators
Local Planning Authorities should consider how
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Identify and assess the significance of any
element of the historic environment affected
by the proposal (including setting) and should
take account of the evidence provided,
designation records, the HER record, the
heritage asset itself, the outcome of
consultations and where appropriate, expert
advice.
Take into account the nature of the
significance of the heritage asset and the value
it holds for this and future generations
Seek the views of the community if the
heritage asset has a special significance to the
community. Take into account the desirability
of sustaining and enhancing the significance of
the heritage asset and the positive contribution
that conservation can make to the
establishment and maintenance of sustainable
communities and economic vitality.
Take into account new development making a
positive contribution to the character and local
distinctiveness of the historic environment.
Consideration of design should include scale,
height, massing, alignment, materials and use.
Where evidence of deliberate neglect or
damage has been undertaken in hope of
obtaining consent, this should not be taken
into account in any decision.
Where loss of significance is justified on the
merits of new development, new development
should not be permitted without taking
reasonable steps to ensure the development

significance of a designated heritage asset (less
than substantial) Local Planning Authorities
should weigh the public benefit of the proposal
and recognise that the greater harm to significance,
the greater the justification will be needed for its
loss.

will proceed after the loss has occurred – by
planning conditions or obligations.
HE8: Additional Policy Principle Guiding the
Consideration of Applications for Consent
Relating to Heritage Assets that are not
covered by Policy HE9 (i.e. non-designated
heritage assets)
The effect of an application on the significance of a
heritage asset or its setting is a material
consideration. Heritage assets are valued
components of the historic environment and where
a development proposal is subject to detailed preapp there is a presumption that identification of
unidentified heritage assets will take place.

Not all elements of a World Heritage Site or
Conservation Area will necessarily contribute to its
significance and Local Planning Authorities should
consider the relative significance of the element
affected and its contribution to the World Heritage
Site /Conservation Area as a whole. Local Planning
Authorities should consider better revealing the
significance of those areas where appropriate.
There are many heritage assets with archaeological
interest, not currently designated as Scheduled
Ancient Monuments, but are of equivalent
significance and the absence of designation does
not indicate a lower significance and they should be
considered in the light of policies HE9 and HE10.

HE9: Additional Policy Principles Guiding the
Consideration of Applications for Consent
Related to Designated Heritage Assets.
There should be a presumption in favour of the
conservation of designated heritage assets and the
more significant the designated heritage asset, the
greater its conservation should be. Once lost
heritage assets cannot be replaced. Significance can
be harmed or lost through alteration/destruction of
the heritage asset or development within its setting.
Loss affecting any designated asset should have
clear and convincing justification. Substantial
harm/loss of a grade II LB, park or garden should
be exceptional and to higher status heritage assets
wholly exceptional.

HE10: Additional Policy Principles Guiding the
Consideration of Applications Affecting the
Setting of a Designated Heritage Asset.
Where proposals affect the setting of a heritage
asset, Local Planning Authorities should treat
favourably those proposals, which preserve the
elements of the setting and that make a positive
contribution or better reveal the significance of the
asset. Local Planning Authorities should weigh any
harm against the wider benefits of the application.
The greater the negative impact on significance, the
greater the benefits needed to justify approval.
Local Planning Authorities should take a pro-active
role in identifying opportunities for changes which
enhance or better reveal the significance of the
heritage asset.

Where substantial harm or total loss of significance
is proposed Local Planning Authorities should
refuse consent unless:
- The substantial harm/loss is necessary in
order to deliver substantial public benefits
which outweigh the harm/loss
- The nature of the heritage asset prevents all
reasonable uses of the site
- No viable use of the heritage asset can be
found in the medium term to enable its
conservation
- Conservation via grant funding or charitable
or public ownership is not possible
- The harm/loss of the heritage asset is
outweighed by the benefit of bringing the site
back into use.

HE11: Enabling Development
Local Planning Authorities should assess the
benefits of an application for Enabling
Development to secure the future conservation of
the heritage asset and outweigh the dis-benefits of
departing from the development plan. See policy
HE11 for factors to take into consideration when
determining applications for Enabling
Development.

Local Planning Authorities should require
applicants to provide evidence that other potential
owners/users have been sought through
appropriate marketing and that reasonable
endeavours have been made to seek grant, or for
charitable institutions / public authorities to take
on the asset.

HE12: Policy Principles Guiding the Recording
of Information Related to Heritage Assets
In investigating the significance of the historic
environment, the evidence base can be added to,
for future planning and further understanding.
Where loss (part or whole) of an historic asset is
justified Local Planning Authorities should require
the developer to adequately record, and advance

Where a proposal has a harmful impact on the
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likely to have a direct or indirect adverse impact
upon any other site important for nature
conservation including Derbyshire Wildlife Sites,
Regionally Important Geological Sites or Local
Nature Reserves will only be granted if it can be
clearly demonstrated that there are benefits
resulting from the development which would
outweigh the harm caused to the nature
conservation value of the site. Where necessary the
Council will impose conditions or seek to negotiate
a Section 106 Obligation to secure appropriate
mitigation and/or compensatory measures to
protect and enhance the nature conservation
interests of the site.

understanding, in a timely manner, prior to that loss
using planning conditions or obligations as
appropriate. Copies of reports etc, should be
deposited with the Historic Environment Record
(Derbyshire County Council) and/or local
museum /public depository
Historic Environment Planning Practice Guide
In addition to PPS5, an ‘Historic Environment
Planning Practice Guide’ has been published by
English Heritage; the Department of Communities
and Local Government and the Department of
Culture, Media and Sport. This endeavors to
provide pertinent guidance and more detail in
respect of, and in conjunction with, the 12 policies
in the PPS5. It also replaces the more
comprehensive information as detailed in Annex C
in PPG15. Part 6 of the document provides
information on making Repairs; Restoration,
Additions and Alterations; and Works for Research.
It also (at Annex 1) provides information (at a
national level) on Further Sources for
Understanding ‘Significance’.

NBE3 is particularly relevant to Lumsdale
Conservation Area in that there are two Derbyshire
Wildlife Sites identified within the Conservation
Area. (See Fig.7 Planning Designations).
Policy NBE4
Protecting Features or Areas of Importance to
Wild Flora and Fauna
Planning permission for development within, or
likely to have an adverse impact upon the integrity
or continuity of areas or features of importance to
wild flora and fauna, will not be granted unless it
can be clearly demonstrated that there are benefits
resulting from development which would outweigh
the importance of the feature to wild flora and
fauna.

For further information on PPS5 : Planning for the
Historic Environment – www.communities.gov.uk
or on the Historic Environment Planning Practice
Guide www.english-heritage.org.uk
LOCAL PLANNING GUIDANCE
Derbyshire Dales Local Plan (Adopted
November 2005)
Derbyshire Dales District Council is working on a
Joint Core Strategy with High Peak Borough
Council, as part of the Local Development
Framework, which will ultimately replace policies in
the Derbyshire Dales Local Development Plan.

Where appropriate the Council will impose
conditions or seek to negotiate a Section 106
Obligation to secure appropriate long-term
management, mitigation and / or compensatory
measures to protect and enhance the importance of
the area or feature to wild flora and fauna

The current adopted Local Development Plan
reinforces the view that the quality of the
environment, natural and man-made, is an asset to
be conserved. It realizes that this can be viewed as a
major constraint to development, but that it also
offers great opportunities for development to be
conceived in harmony with it. Positive conservation
policies coupled with a development strategy are
needed, so that aims to meet real needs and
encourage sustainable realistic developments in
conjunction with the environment, are achieved.

Policy NBE5
Development affecting Species Protected by
law or are Nationally Rare
Planning permission for development likely to have
a direct or indirect adverse impact upon species
protected by law or identified as nationally rare will
only be granted if it can be demonstrated that there
is an overriding need for the development and
where necessary, mitigation and/or compensatory
measures can be put in place that allows the status
of the species to be maintained or enhanced.

The most relevant Policies to this Appraisal are
noted below.

Policy NBE6
Trees And Woodlands
Planning permission will only be granted for
development likely to have a direct or indirect
adverse impact upon trees and woodlands if it can
be demonstrated that the justification for the
development outweighs their importance for the

Natural, Historic & Built Environment
Policy NBE3.
Other Sites Of Importance For Nature
Conservation
Planning permission for development within or
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nature conservation or amenity value. Where any
trees are lost as part of a development proposal the
Council will impose conditions or seek to negotiate
a Section 106 Obligation to replace those that are
lost on the basis of three replacements for each one
lost. (See Fig.8 Trees and Woodlands).

Policy NBE18
Conversion And Changes Of Use Of A Listed
Building
Planning permission for the conversion and/or
change of use of a listed building will be granted
provided that;
(a) the original use is no longer appropriate or
viable and;
(b) if the proposed use is not the original use,
it is appropriate to the status of the listed
building
(c) the proposal will protect the listed building
and its setting

Policy NBE7
Features Important in the Landscape
Planning permission will only be granted for
development likely to have an adverse impact upon
landscape features such as hedgerows, walls,
streams and ponds, where it can be demonstrated
that the justification for the development outweighs
their importance to the character and appearance of
the immediate and wider landscape. In appropriate
circumstances the Council will impose conditions
or seek to negotiate a S106 Obligation to safeguard
the long-term protection and management of such
features.

Policy NBE19
Demolition Of Listed Buildings
Planning permission for development involving the
demolition of a listed building will only be granted
where;
(a)
the building is wholly beyond
economic repair and:
(b)
it can be demonstrated that every
possible effort has been made to
continue its current use or find a
compatible alternative use that would
allow for the retention of the listed
building and;
(c)
the application is accompanied by a
redevelopment scheme for the site, the
merits of which would outweigh the
loss of the listed building.

Policy NBE8
Landscape Character
Planning permission will only be granted for
development that protects or enhances the
character, appearance and local distinctiveness of
the landscape.
Supplementary Planning Guidance
In July 2007 Derbyshire Dales District Council
adopted Supplementary Planning Guidance for
Landscape Character and Design.
(See Landscape Appraisal section for more detailed
information on Landscape Character in Lumsdale.

The Council will impose conditions or seek to enter
into a Section 106 Obligation to ensure the
implementation of the redevelopment scheme at
the earliest possible opportunity following
demolition of the listed building.

Policy NBE16
Development Affecting A Listed Building
Planning permission for development will only be
granted where it does not have an adverse impact
upon the special character or setting of a listed
building

Policy NBE21
Development Affecting A Conservation Area
Planning permission for development proposals
within or adjacent to a conservation area will be
granted provided that they preserve or enhance the
character or appearance of the area. (See Fig.2
Statutory Designations).

Policy NBE17
Alterations And Extensions To A Listed
Building
Planning permission for development involving
alterations or extensions to listed buildings will only
be granted where;
(a) the historic form of the building is retained
and;
(b) any architectural or historically important
elements of the building, are retained in
largely unaltered form; and
(c) the proposed design, materials, scale and
detailing does not have an adverse impact
the character and appearance of the listed
building

Policy NBE24
Archaeological Sites And Heritage Features
Planning permission will not be granted for
development likely to disturb or have an adverse
impact upon Scheduled Ancient Monuments or
other nationally important archaeological remains
or their setting
Planning permission for development likely to
disturb or have an adverse impact upon other
important archaeological or heritage features, or
their setting will only be granted where it can be
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demonstrated that;
(a) the feature can be preserved in-situ, or;
(b) where in-situ preservation is not feasible
mitigation measures can be put in place
that minimises any adverse impact upon
the feature and its setting.
Where appropriate the Council will impose
conditions or seek to negotiate a Section 106
Obligation to ensure appropriate investigation and
recording, before and during development.

EDT8 Design and Appearance of New Industrial
and Business Premises
EDT12 Haulage Operations
EDT13 Buildings Associated with Agriculture,
Forestry or Other Rural Based Enterprise
EDT15 New Build Industrial and Business
Development Outside of settlement
Frameworks
EDT16 Re-use of Rural Buildings for Industrial
and Business Use

Policy NBE26
Landscape Design In Association With New
Development
In determining applications for planning
permission the Council will consider whether there
is a need for the submission, implementation and
maintenance of a scheme of landscaping to ensure
that the proposed development would integrate
with or enhance its surroundings. Where this is
considered to be necessary appropriate conditions
will be imposed on any planning permission.

Transportation
TR1
Access Requirements and the Impact of
New Development
TR3
Provision for Public Transport
Leisure and Recreation
L9
Safeguarding Public Rights of Way
L10
Leisure Routes and Trails
LEGISLATION
Conservation area designation has always had
minimal impact on the individual and successive
governments have always sought to ensure that the
rights of individuals within conservation areas are
not overly constrained, as compared with
individuals outside of protected areas. However,
erosion of historic fabric within conservation areas
over the years has led to some additional controls
being made available to protect the overall
environment. Conservation Area Consent is
required for the total (or substantial) demolition of
a building. Following the outcome of the Shimizu
case, various works that would previously have
constituted partial demolition are not now subject
to consent, despite their removal having a
potentially detrimental effect on the character or
appearance of the area e.g. removal of architectural
detail etc.

Other Policies in the Derbyshire Dales Adopted
Local Plan will be relevant to Lumsdale
Conservation Area, although they are not all
recorded here, where the emphasis is on the built
and natural environment of the Conservation Area.
Strategic Framework
Lumsdale Conservation Area does not have a
defined Settlement Framework., although it abuts
Matlock Town to the west and Tansley to the east,
both of which do have defined Settlement
Framework Boundaries
SF4
Development in the Countryside
SF5
Design and Appearance of Development

Housing
H2
Extensions to Dwellings
H4
Housing Development Outside Settlement
Framework Boundaries
H5
Conversion and re-use of Buildings to
Provide Residential Accommodation
Outside Settlement Frameworks
H6
Replacement Dwellings in the Countryside
H8
Extending Domestic Curtilages into the
Countryside
H9
Design and Appearance of New Housing.
H12
Alternative Provision for Affordable
Housing Outside Settlement Frameworks

Development
The Town & Country Planning (General Permitted
Development Order) 1995 indicates the rights of an
individual to act without the need for a planning
approval. However, some of these rights are
withdrawn, or are more limited in their application
in conservation areas and national parks, than
elsewhere. In October 2008 amendments were
introduced to the Town and Country Planning
(General Permitted Development Order) 1995 by
the TCP (GPDO) 2008. The following indicate
constraints within a Conservation Area that are
‘additional’ to normal planning requirements
outside a Conservation Area.

Economic & Development
EDT2 Strategic Employment Sites
EDT4 Other Existing Employment Land and
Business Premises
EDT7 Extension & Expansion of Existing
Industrial & Business Land and Premises

Planning permission is required for:•
An extension to the dwelling-house which
would extend beyond a wall forming a side
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elevation of the original dwelling-house
•

An extension of the dwelling-house which
would have more than one storey and extend
beyond the rear wall of the original dwellinghouse

•

Cladding a house with stone, artificial stone,
pebble-dash, render, timber, plastic and tiles

•

The enlargement of a house consisting of an
addition or alteration to its roof

•

The provision, alteration or improvement of
a building/enclosure/pool or the provision
of a container to be used for domestic
heating purposes (oil/gas) within the
curtilage of a dwelling-house if any part of
the building, enclosure, pool or container
would be situated on land between a wall
forming a side elevation of the house and the
boundary of the curtilage of the house

•

•

Installation of Micro-generation Equipment
Planning permission is required for :-

•

The installation, alteration or replacement of
stand alone solar within the curtilage of a
dwelling-house if it is to be situated within
any part of the curtilage of the dwellinghouse and would be visible from the
highway

•

The installation, alteration or replacement of
flue, forming part of combined heat and
power system, on a dwelling-house if the
flue would be installed on a wall or a roofslope forming the principal or side elevation
of the dwelling-house and would be visible
from a highway.

Conservation Area Consent
Conservation Area Consent is required for the
substantial or total destruction of a building in a
conservation area greater than 115 cubic metres.
Consideration is given as to whether the building
makes a positive contribution to the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area. Conservation
Area Consent is also required for the demolition of
walls, fences and other means of enclosure where
planning permission would be required for their
construction.

The installation, alteration or replacement of
a satellite dish on a house, or within the
curtilage of a house if it consists of the
installation of a satellite dish, on a chimney,
wall or roof slope which faces onto, and is
visible from a highway or on a building
which exceeds 15 metres in height

The installation, alteration or replacement of
solar thermal equipment on a house (or flats)
if the solar PV or solar thermal equipment
would be installed on a wall forming the
principal or side elevation of the house and
would be visible from the highway, or; on a
wall of a building within the curtilage of the
house and would be visible from a highway

The installation, alteration or replacement of
a flue, forming part of a biomass heating
system on a dwelling-house if the flue would
be installed on a wall or a roof-slope forming
the principal or side elevation of the
dwelling-house and would be visible from a
highway

Trees
Under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
(Section 211), subject to range of exceptions,
anyone proposing to cut down, top or lop a tree in
a conservation area is required to give six weeks
notice to the local planning authority. This provides
the local authority with the opportunity for
bringing the tree under their general control by
making a tree preservation order in respect of it.
Penalties for contravention are similar to those
relating to tree preservation orders.

The installation, alteration or replacement of
a chimney, flue or soil and vent pipe on a
house if the chimney, flue, soil, or vent pipe
would be installed on a wall or roof-slope
which fronts a highway or forms either the
principal or side elevation of a house

•

•

Article 4 Directions
It is recognized that in some conservation areas, the
above criteria only provide limited measures and
additional controls may be desirable. The General
Planning Development Order (GPDO) therefore
allows the local authority to introduce Article 4
Directions to withdraw further rights in relation to
features, which are considered to be of particular
significance in the area. Items which can be
brought under additional control include:•
•
•
•
•
•
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Alteration to a dwelling-house (this could
include external windows)
Roof slopes and materials
External doors/porches
Ancillary buildings
Hard surfaces, e.g. drives and hard-standings
Satellite antennae

•
•
•

Relevant Supplementary Planning Guidance

Gates, walls, fences
Chimneys
Painting

Landscape Character and Design
Adopted July 2007

If it is considered that there is a particular threat to
the character or appearance of a conservation area
from inappropriate ‘permitted development’, the
local planning authority will give consideration to
the establishment of an Article 4 Direction (under
the provisions of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990) to bring specified aspects of permitted
development under control. Normally it is
recommended that any Article 4 Direction should
be reviewed every five years.

The Conversion of Farm Buildings
Design Guidance
Adopted November 2005
All the above are available on the District Council
web-site www.derbyshiredales.gov.uk or on request
at a charge of £5.00.
In summary, in a conservation area, the District
Council can:•
ensure that proposed new design and
materials harmonise with the buildings and
the surrounding area
•
prepare development or design briefs for
specific sites in conservation areas
•
introduce an Article 4 Direction if it is
considered appropriate
•
control certain works of demolition
•
control advertisements and shop signage
•
endeavour that traffic control measures are
not at odds with the character of the area
•
consider enhancement schemes and look to
environmental improvements
•
make grants available for the repair of
buildings and for enhancement schemes
within the area
•
control works to trees

Any potential new Directions would be the subject
of a full public consultation exercise with local
residents and the Town / Parish Council.
Grants
The District Council operates a grant scheme for
Historic Buildings and Conservation Area
Enhancement. This scheme is available for works
of appropriate external, permanent, repair,
replacement or re-instatement of historic fabric to
both listed and unlisted buildings, or for works
which are considered to enhance the historic
context of the conservation area. Grants are offered
on a sliding scale dependent upon eligible costs up
to a maximum of £3,000. Information regarding
grants and application forms are available from the
Conservation Section of the District Council’s
Planning Department.
Advertisement Control
It is recognized that all outdoor advertisements
affect the appearance of the building or the
neighbourhood where they are to be displayed and
there is a duty by the Local Planning Authority to
pay special regard to the desirability of preserving
or enhancing the character and appearance of the
conservation area. As many conservation areas
include retail and commercial premises, outdoor
advertising is essential to commercial activity and
the success of local businesses will usually help to
maintain buildings in good repair and in having an
attractive appearance.
Certain categories of ‘deemed consent’
advertisements, which may have a significant visual
impact, are not permitted for display in a
conservation area without the local planning
authority’s specific consent. Where it is proving
impossible to prevent unsuitable or harmful
advertisement displays a Direction for an Area of
Special Advertisement Control can be made to
justify imposing additional restrictions.
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14.

Alfreton Road and it is a logical boundary.

BOUNDARY REVIEW

Local Planning Authorities have a duty to
periodically review their conservation areas and
their boundaries against their special interest.
Cancellation of designation should be considered
where an area or part of an area is no longer
considered to possess the special interest which led
to its original designation.

No alterations are proposed to the southern boundary of
the conservation area.
The A615 at Matlock to Asker Lane
The boundary of the conservation area crosses the
Bentley Brook, to the west of Bentley Cottage, and
then follows the public footpath, which separates
the valley from the grounds of Ernest Bailey House
within Matlock. It then runs north along the edge
of another section of public footpath (No. 22)
before turning north east to follow an indistinct
boundary on the southern side of the playing fields
below the Hurst Farm Estate. To the south of the
playing fields and within the conservation area the
land is wooded. The boundary then follows the
property boundary that separates the large
residential area, known as the Hurst Farm Estate,
from the wooded part of the Lumsdale valley. This
area contains several footpaths which run along the
contours but they are not public rights of way. The
ground rises up to Footpath No.8, which by-passes
the natural landmark, The Wishing Stone, a
gritstone boulder.

A detailed recommendation for the boundary of
the conservation area was provided by the
Conservation Area Advisory Committee in 1979,
before it was designated in 1980. Their proposed
boundary was much larger than the area that was
finally selected and included land as far north as
Chesterfield Road, as far as Riber to the south, as
far west as Matlock Green and the large area of
agricultural land lying between Lumsdale &
Tansley. In essence, this area included the long
vistas that could be seen from the valleys and the
slopes and extended as far as the ridgelines above
the valley floor. The accompanying statement
clearly stated that it was their intention that the
boundary included the immediate landscape setting
of the mill valleys and sites of outstanding natural
history. Designation is not likely to be appropriate
as a means of protecting landscape features, except
where they form an integral part of the historic
built environment, or where they are of intrinsic
historic interest, such as an historic designed
parkland. Setting should only be included where it
relates to buildings that form the heart of that area.

The western side of the wooded Lumsdale valley
has a well-trodden network of public footpaths,
which run both along the contours and, within the
upper end of the Lumsdale valley, down steep
slopes into the valley. Many of these paths lie
within the conservation area, but there are sections
of footpath which thread beyond the boundary and
lead into Matlock. The grounds of Ernest Bailey
House were proposed to be included in the
conservation area in 1979 & this was challenged at
the time. There is no particular reason for including
Ernest Bailey House & its grounds in the
conservation area, as the house has no relationship
with the industrial historic interest of the valley.

The original boundary of the conservation area,
designated in 1980, was the subject of considerable
debate and was challenged by several property
owners. As a result, in some places the final
boundary drawn was a compromise and did not
necessarily follow the most logical boundary. These
contested areas have been summarised in the
following review.

No alterations are proposed to this western boundary of
the conservation area.

This review of the boundary is described in a
clockwise direction from the A615 at Matlock.

Asker Lane

The A615

Asker Lane leads from its junction with Lumsdale
Road for 300 metres and then “dog-legs” west
through a built-up residential area. When the
conservation area was first designated in 1980 there
was no modern housing to the west of Asker Lane
and Highfields School had not been built. The
western boundary of the conservation area follows
the rear garden boundary of the older properties
that front Asker Lane. This lies at approximately
200 metres. The land starts to flatten out to the
west. Highfields School lies to the west of the

The Alfreton Road (A615) delineates the southern
edge of the conservation area. It forms a positive
termination of the conservation area. Whilst views
from the opposite side of the valley extend
southwards beyond the road to the slopes above
the southern side of the valley, and there are many
old, traditional cottages on the south side of the
road, the main elements of the conservation area,
the wooded landscape of the valleys and the
industrial buildings within it, are contained by the
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conservation area boundary at its north-western
edge.

prominent wall down the hillside to Oaksedge
Lane.

The residential area of Matlock adjoins these
houses and their gardens and there is a small
paddock surviving to the west of Asker Lane,
which is an important open space. It provides a
foil with the row of semi-detached cottages to the
north, Lumsdale Terrace, and with the picturesque
cluster of buildings on Asker Lane. The open space
reinforces the sense that this area was separate and
historically isolated from Matlock.

The eastern side of Lumsdale takes in a number of
fields to the east of the Bentley Brook and a public
footpath, which contours around the hillside and
eventually drops down to Oaksedge Lane. It is not
clear why this area was included within the
conservation area. The fields and the wooded copse
above them, on the skyline, are prominent in views
from the A615 but the fields themselves are of no
special historic interest. The original conservation
area map of 1980 suggests that the line was drawn
to follow the back edge of the quarry face and that
it included Lumsdale Quarry for its natural history
interest. However, this has no formal designation.

The land is sufficiently steep and wooded for the
nearby residential housing and the school to have
relatively little impact on the character of the
conservation area. There are limited opportunities
for views out to the west over the crest of the hill
and the land starts to level off above the 200-metre
contour.

No alterations are proposed to the west side of the
conservation area boundary.
The northern tip of Lumsdale and the eastern
side of the Lumsdale valley
The northern tip of the conservation area finishes
beyond Ivy Cottage, where the narrow Lumsdale
opens out near the entrance to Highfields School.
On approaching Lumsdale from the north, the
narrow lane and stone boundary walls lining the
road form a natural gateway into the Lumsdale
Conservation Area. At this point the character of
Matlock changes considerably, as the pavements
disappear and the wide road suddenly drops down
to a single carriageway width.

Conifer plantation along the scree slope - it is proposed that
this wooded scree is excluded from the conservation area

Proposed alteration to the boundary

The boundary runs along the public footpath,
which crosses the Bentley Brook, just to the north
of Ivy Cottage. From here the boundary ascends
the hill from 200 metres up to 240 metres. It steps
out in two places to incorporate a scree slope and a
quarry face, the oldest worked face, specifically
marked on the OS maps as Lumsdale Quarry.
Although the boundary at one time may have
followed the top edge of the quarry face, or the
scree slope, there is currently no feature on the
ground to which it relates and the woodland & old
quarry workings extend far beyond the
conservation area boundary. The old quarry
workings are a tranquil and intriguing place, with
occasional evidence of machinery having been
abandoned when time was called, but most of the
workings lie outside the conservation area.
Woodland has been allowed to colonise former
fields below the scree slopes. To the south of
Lumsdale Quarry the boundary follows a

It is not normal practice to include within conservation
areas sites for their natural history interest. It is the
special architectural or historic interest of areas that are
the criteria for designation.
It is proposed that the boundary of the conservation area
is regularised so that it follows a specific boundary
visible both on the map and on the ground. (see Figure
11).
It is proposed that the boundary be re-drawn to reflect
the setting of the remainder of the designated
conservation area. The fields on the edge of the valley
would, therefore, be retained within the conservation
area, as they form part of the setting of the valley, in the
same way that the fields to the north of the A615 are
part of the valley of the Knabhall Brook. It is
appropriate to exclude Lumsdale Quarry and the
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Foxholes Farm. All of these buildings were
roadside encroachments dating from the late
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

adjacent scree slopes from the conservation area. The
recommended new boundary would follow the boundary
wall that separates the quarries & wooded area from
the fields. The boundary would then drop down the hill
to meet Oaksedge Lane, as at present.

South of Oaksedge Lane the boundary includes the
fields & properties on the south side of the
bridleway and a field on the east side of the
Lumsdale valley known historically as The Belland.
This forms part of the setting of the valley.

The boundary follows the Knabhall Brook and
then runs north-east along a fence line to take in
the lower sloping fields on the east side of the
valley. A series of old allotments located above the
Bobbin Mill are included within the conservation
area as well as Foxholes Cottage & the land to its
south. This part of the conservation area is in
private ownership and there is no public access
across the east side of the valley. Therefore, it has
not been possible to walk along the boundary.

The conservation area incorporates the land that
was historically associated with Tansley Wood
House, its grounds & parkland. This includes the
Bailiff’s Cottage and the wood to the east of the
main house & the parkland to its south.

The boundary skirts the Bobbin Mill following the
route of the millrace and includes the private access
lane leading to the Bobbin Mill. To the west of this
lane are four houses built since the conservation
area was designated.

Oaksedge Lane & the lower Lumsdale valley

The boundary runs along the northern perimeter of
this former ownership boundary towards Tansley,
taking in the fields to the east of “The Lawn”.
These fields are particularly prominent in views
from the A615. As part of the parkland setting of
the house, both the wood, with its circular ride, and
the park are important to the setting of the historic
house.

Proposed alterations to the boundary
The boundary that follows the west side of Foxholes
Lane steps out, for no apparent reason. It is proposed
that this line be redrawn to exclude part of the field
& include just the lane (see Figure 11).

It is proposed that the conservation area is redrawn to
exclude the four modern houses at the bottom of
Oaksedge Lane; The Croft, Croft View, Springwater
Cottage & Acorn Cottage. They are of no historic or
architectural interest and make no contribution to the
character of the conservation area. The line would
instead follow the course of the brook, as was originally
proposed by the Conservation Area Advisory
Committee in 1979 (see Figure 11).

No alterations are proposed to this part of the
conservation area boundary.
Tansley Valley – western side
The valley follows the Knabhall Brook. The
wooded western slopes fall within the conservation
area. The boundary steps out to include the garden
of Brook Cottage, an eighteenth century building. It
contours along the northern edge of a farm access
track and the south-western side of Oaksedge Lane,
taking in Woodbine Cottage, but excluding its
garden.

Tansley Valley – eastern side
The boundary follows the rear property boundaries
of the even numbered houses on The Knoll and
Riber View Close. All of the woodland and the
stone-pitched packhorse route that lies along the
steep slopes above the Knabhall Brook are included
within the conservation area. The boundary also
incorporates the former mill-pond above Speedwell
Mill. There are eight houses that fall within the
conservation area at the bottom of Riber View
Close & Mais Close. It is unclear why these
properties were included within the conservation
area, as they appear to predate the original
designation. They are of no historic or architectural
interest and make no contribution to the character
of the conservation area.

Proposed alteration to the boundary
Woodbine Cottage, which is 18th century in origin, has
its own contemporary outside privy at the end of the
garden. It is proposed that the boundary be extended
to include the garden & privy (see Figure 11).
North Tansley – Oaksedge Lane & Foxholes
Road
The conservation area includes a long section of
Oaksedge Lane as far as the junction with Foxholes
Lane. It takes in the roadside cottages &
smallholding farms along Foxholes Lane, with a
small finger of land that reaches out to include
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be excluded from the conservation area. This includes
Matlock Sofa Centre & Nationwide Autobodies.
These have all been developed since the conservation area
was first designated. Any new development on these sites
would still need to be judged for its impact on the setting
of the conservation area and any nearby listed buildings,
such as Scholes Mill. The boundary of the conservation
area will still include the hedges that run around the
perimeter of these sites.

Proposed alteration to the boundary
Nos. 13 & 14 Mais Close and Nos. 51, 53, 55, 57,
59 & 61 Riber View Close are modern properties,
which make no contribution to the character of the
conservation area. It is proposed that these properties be
excluded from the conservation area.

Nos. 13 & 14 Mais Close - it is proposed that these
modern properties are excluded from the conservation area

Matlock Sofa Centre (above) & Nationwide Autobodies
(below) -it is proposed that these modern industrial units be
excluded from the conservation area

Brook to the south of the Old Coach Road,
Tansley
The south-eastern arm of the conservation area at
Tansley was included as an extension to the
conservation area in November 1995. It follows the
brook and the immediate wooded slopes of the
valley in a long corridor, which extends as far as
Tinkers Bridge, a pedestrian footbridge on a public
footpath, and a pond at its extremity.

No alterations are proposed to the eastern arm of the
conservation area boundary.
The Old Coach Road to the A615
The boundary runs down the centre of the Old
Coach Road as far as the junction with Alfreton
Road. The land to the east of the Old Coach Road,
known as Brookfield Way, is heavily developed
with industrial units. It did not have a historic
relationship with the mills and currently lies beyond
the conservation area. With the exception of
Tansley Mill (Scholes) and the associated
watercourses, the land to the west of the Old
Coach Road has also been extensively developed
with industrial units, which make no contribution
to the conservation area.

Proposed alteration to the boundary
It is proposed that the modern industrial units &
industrial land on the west side of the Old Coach Road
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15. U S E F U L
INFORMATION
CONTACT DETAILS

ADDENDUM
A comprehensive public consultation on the
Lumsdale Conservation Area Appraisal and
proposed alterations to the boundary, was held
between 9th September 2010 and 21st October
2010. Six written representations were received by
the District Council. Those representations,
together with Officer comments and
recommendations can be viewed in the Reports and
Appendices, which were considered by Derbyshire
District Councils Partnership and Regeneration
Committee on 18th November 2010.

&

For advice about this appraisal or any further
information about Lumsdale Conservation Area,
please contact either of the following officers of the
Conservation & Design Section at Derbyshire
Dales District Council;
Tanya Shaw
Design & Conservation Officer
tel: 01629 761250
Email: tanya.shaw@derbyshiredales.gov.uk

On 18th November 2010, the District Council
approved alterations to the text of the Appraisal
and further modifications to the proposed
boundary of the Lumsdale Conservation Area.

Mark Askey
Design & Conservation Officer
Tel: 01629 761360
Email: mark.askey@derbyshiredales.gov.uk

In respect of the proposals to amend the Boundary
of the Lumsdale Conservation Area in September
2010, most of the modifications have been
approved by the District Council. However one of
the proposed modifications to the boundary
recommended the exclusion of ‘Lumsdale Quarry
and the adjacent scree slopes’. This is not to be
undertaken and as such the Lumsdale Quarry and
the adjacent scree slopes will remain included
within the Conservation Area.

Address:
Planning & Development Services,
Derbyshire Dales District Council,
Town Hall,
Bank Road,
Matlock,
Derbyshire
DE4 3NN

The approved boundary for Lumsdale
Conservation Area (November 2010) can be seen at
Figure 12.

National Organisations
English Heritage, East Midlands Region
tel: 01604 735400
www.english-heritage.org.uk
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APPENDIX 1
GAZETTEER OF BUILDINGS
The Gazetteer includes mainly entries from the Historic Environment Record (HER) held and
maintained at Derbyshire County Council and additional notes & observations made by Mel Morris
during the research phase of the Lumsdale Conservation Area Appraisal.
MATLOCK PARISH
Upper Lumsdale (from north to south)
Wildgoose’s quarry, also known as Lumsdale Quarry, SMR no. 10052
Description:
Lumsdale Quarry is a former gritstone quarry that produced millstones in the 19th and early 20th
centuries. (1)
Sources:
(1)
Article in serial: Tucker, D G. 1985. 'Millstone making in the Peak District of Derbyshire:
The quarries & the technology', Industrial Archaeology Review. Vol 8, pp 42-58.
Bone Mill (remains of) SMR Number
10064
Description:
Site of a bone mill - only the dam and dried-up mill pond remain. (1)
This is thought to have been the oldest of the mills in Lumsdale, dating from the 1600s, and was
fed by a leat before the dam was built. The dam burst its bank in 1947. It was a bone mill in the
later 19th century. Bones were burnt in crucibles and used as pigment for paint. The mill closed in
the 1920s and was later converted into a dwelling. The millpond has become silted and overgrown;
however, the wheelpit survives, as does a tunnel and a shuttle that were used to empty the dam. (2)
The pond was part of the redevelopment in the 1780s to provide a sufficient water supply for the
cotton mill lower down the valley. It now exists as a tree-lined field, bounded on the southern side
by a large dam wall. The bone mill predates the first
pond and was in use throughout the 17th century. It was then used for various purposes over the
years, but its final use was for crushing bone for fertiliser. (3)
Sources:
(1)
Bibliographic reference: Dudley Fowkes (ed). 1997. Derbyshire Industrial Archaeology. A
Gazetteer of Sites. Part IV. Derbyshire Dales. p 42
(2)
Bibliographic reference: Drabble, P. 1997. Tansley Village : Lumsdale - A Treasure of
Industrial Archaeology (from www.tansleyvillage.org.uk).
(3)
Bibliographic reference: The Arkwright Society. n.d.. The Lumsdale Valley (pamphlet).
Lumsdale: Pond Cottages (Former Cupola), SMR Number 10048
Description:
A terrace of houses converted from an original Cupola building. (1)
Pond Cottages, originally a Cupola for smelting lead built in 1749 on land known as East Moor.
The building was converted into cottages in 1813, with one of the cottages having been the
Counting House. (2)
Five cottages converted c. 1790 from lead smelting cupola, counting house and smithy. Originally
built 1748-1751. Preserved ground plan with considerable documentary evidence to back up
investigation. Part of the Lumsdale Industrial Complex (3-4)

Sources:
(1)
Bibliographic reference: Committee on British Archaeology. 1975. Panel on Industrial
Monuments.
(2)
Bibliographic reference: Drabble, P. 1997. Tansley Village : Lumsdale - A Treasure of
Industrial
Archaeology (from www.tansleyvillage.org.uk).
(3)
Index: CBA Industrial Archaeology Report Card. Lumsdale Cupola
(4)
Unpublished document: County Treasure Recording Form. 11.9
Chimney (not identified separately within the HER)
Said to be part of the Bleachworks site, but there may have been a previous chimney on this site
associated with the cupola furnaces, as it is very close to the cupola & there is no other chimney site
identified in association with the furnaces. The present chimney is a tapered square section with a
separate cap with cornice, C19 in character. (M Morris, 2009)
Saw Mill
Description:
Built soon after 1850 (the date of the reservoir), it was used to grind minerals for paint & later as a
sawmill. The original wheelpit survives, as does the outline of walls and a cast iron post, which may
have supported a lean-to canopy, where the timber was sawn. The stonework is deteriorating &
there are various trees growing within the remains.
The mill pond above the sawmill was created as a reservoir in the 1850s. The engineering, with its
large, stepped dam walls indicates a significant Victorian investment. (M Morris, 2009)
Paint Mill (formerly lead smelting, corn milling & mineral grinding)
SMR Number 10063
The HER description refers to a different building. The description below does not come from the
HER.
Description:
Paint Mill – probably one of the oldest mills in the valley. The last known use was as a barytes
drying plant for paint filler. The Barytes was ground up in the outer part of the building (adj. to the
brook) & the inner part of the Mill had a metal floor upon which the mineral was dried. In 1830
Gartons bought the mill. They owned the bleach mill lower down also. They were involved in
bleaching, dyeing, tinting & dollying & later developed interests in mineral grinding. In 1905 the
Farnsworth family took over the upper part of the valley until 1929. Sale particulars refer to “ruined
buildings” in 1906 & 1929. (South Peak Archaeological Survey 1986-88)
The evidence indicates that the now external wheelpit was roofed over at some time, to create a
wheelhouse, possibly when it was extended and the walls were raised. The bearing block for the
axle of a waterwheel is still in situ. The building was extended by several metres to the south with an
integral flue & chimney at the corner. Two external flues were also added to the north gable, of
which only one is complete up to the chimney, & at the same time older openings were blocked up.
Flues may have been incorporated when it was used to dry the barytes or when it was converted
into a lead smelting mill, after its original use as a corn mill. These correspond with a phase of
dressed coursed stone, random rubble gritstone being used for the earlier building. The earlier
building may date from the 1600s (Ark. Soc. leaflet) although there is little dateable evidence. The
steep roof pitch and wide span support a 17th century origin. (M Morris, 2009)
It was owned by the Trustees of Bonsall School for many years, then it was leased to Watts, Lowe
& Co., who were responsible for the massive redevelopment of the upper part of the valley creating
three mill ponds for the Bleach Mill lower down the valley. (Richard Hill South Peak Archaeological
Survey 1986-88, 913.4251, Local Studies)

A large stepped & battered wall that currently runs alongside the brook may be the site of an earlier
mill building. It is now incorporated into the site of the paint mill & a tunnel connects the brook
with the remainder. (M Morris, 2009)
Grinding Mill (1770s)
The Ark. Soc. leaflet states that this was used for grinding corn and minerals & dates from the
1770s. It incorporates a 5-metre deep wheelpit, with a cast-iron pipe in-situ, which formerly
channelled water onto a breastshot wheel. This features in old postcards with a castellated roofline.
(M Morris, 2009)
Lumsdale House
The building probably dates from the 1830s, although the earliest core may date from circa 1810. It
was owned by the Garton family & probably extended by John Garton when he bought most of the
buildings in the lower part of the Lumsdale valley. There is some suggestion that the garden was
laid out by Joseph Paxton. Although there is no documentary evidence to support this, the garden
has an araucaria, which was introduced into England by Paxton & the Duke of Devonshire in the
1820s, although it only became widely used in the 1850s. (M Morris, 2009)
1929 Sale particulars “Lot 5 - A dressed gritstone-built slate roof dwelling house, situate at
Lumsdale, Matlock, & known as “Lumsdale”, together with the ornamental grounds, lake & bathing
pool. …The residence is approached by a winding carriage drive through the tastefully laid out
grounds, well planted with ornamental shrubs, which provide an effective screen from the adjoining
property”
Farm group to the west of the Bentley Brook
Former farm buildings and cottage serving Lumsdale House, mainly dating from the late 18th/ early
19th century, although the barn may be earlier. This group is not identified within the HER. This is
still in the ownership of Marjorie Mills’s family. Several buildings are semi-ruinous. (M Morris,
2009)
1929 Sale Particulars – “Lot 8 - A Stone-built cottage, stabling, garage & yard …..in the occupation
of Messrs. Richard Farnsworth, Ltd. & comprising Stable Yard with 4-bay Cart Shed, 2 loose boxes,
Fodderum, Stable with 2 loose boxes & loft over, 4-stall stable, Fodderum with Loft over, & large
Garage with Loft over. Gritstone-built Cottage, containing Living Room & 2 Bedrooms….”
Lumsdale Dye and Bleach Works, SMR Number 10062
Description:
Upper Bleach Works (Garton’s Bleach Works) & Lower Bleach Works (cotton mill in the
1780s)
The lower bleachworks predates the upper bleachworks and was used as a cotton mill, when first
built by The Watts Lowe & Company in the 18th century (Arkwright Society leaflet). The building
was reduced by a storey as part of the consolidation of the site. Its original three-storey appearance,
with stone slate roof, is recorded in an old postcard view.
The 1845-47 tithe award for Matlock names the site as a bleachworks owned & occupied by John
Garton (he is also listed as a bleacher in the trade directories of the 1820s) UMAU 2001
The site functioned as one complete bleachworks, although the Arkwright Society describes it as
the upper & lower bleachworks. They were separated by the road and connected by a tramway, the
stone lined grooves of which still survive in part. (M Morris, 2009).
The 1929 Sale particulars describe the two separate parts of the site as follows;

1929 Sale Particulars – “Lot 7 - Together with the Lower Ravine & situate at Lumsdale, Matlock,
and known as Upper Mill, comprising:
part gangway with Winding Drum & Rails, Stone House with 2 drying carriages, Scouring House
with Whizzer & Engine, Lead-lined tub, Stone Trough with Cratch & Pulley blocks, 2 sets of
Dollys, Galvanized & iron Tanks, Drawing-up gear, etc. Wheel House with Water Wheel. This lot is
in the occupation of Messrs. Richard Farnsworth, Ltd.”
1929 Sale Particulars - “Lot 6 - A three-storey gritstone-built Bleaching Mill situate at Lumsdale,
Matlock, & known as Lower Mill, comprising Cotton House, Boiling House, Banding Room, Boiler
House with Lancashire Boiler, Shoeing Shed, Wheel House with water wheel, Blacksmith’s shop, 7
various stores, garage, 2 washing sheds, dinner-house & store, 2 offices, joiner’s shop, weighbridge
& office, 2 small water reservoirs, part gangway ..in the occupation of Messrs. Richard Farnsworth
Ltd.”
Former Warehouse & dwellings, Smuse Lane
In 1793-94 Miss Willoughby “constructed a building as a warehouse and habitations for some
workmen”. This reference in Joseph Banks’ diary probably refers to the three-storey building at the
bottom of Smuse Lane. The evidence of the warehouse is present in the form of the arched
entrance in the centre of the building at ground level. (M Morris, 2009)
Matlock (Bailey's) Corn Mill and site of millpond, SMR Number 10059
Description:
Grade II listed. A corn mill on Bentley Brook originally powered by water although no machinery
survives. Mid C18. Coursed stone rubble; 4 storeys. Advanced central bay on west side has 3
windows with later glazing bars and a doorway with arched
head and segmental fanlight. Side wings each have 3 windows, partly obscured by later sack hoist
enclosures; plain eaves; slates. (1)
Bailey's Mill, Matlock. The large rambling five storey stone mill, probably dating back to the late
18th century, was built for Samuel Unwin, across a deep narrow valley on the Bentley Brook. There
is presently no sign of either a waterwheel or of
turbines, but the water courses remain. A steam engine was added in the late 19th century and
roller milling was introduced about the same time. Henry Bailey started to operate from the mill in
1881 and E H Bailey Ltd continued to work here until at
least 1941. It has now been converted into a number of apartments. (2)
Sources:
(1) Listed Building File: 1972. Notification of Listing. 3/3059/095.
(2) Bibliographic reference: Gifford, A. 1999. Derbyshire Watermills: Corn Mills.. A36, pp 4849, plates 10 & 11
Matlock Mill Malthouse, SMR No. 10045
Description:
SK 309599 Matlock Green, Malt Kiln. Long stone building, three storeys high, with stone slab roof
now covered in pitch, north-east of Bailey’s Mill in Matlock. It was formerly a malt kiln. Later
additions mask the front of the building, but 3 original windows can be seen at the lower end. The
1895 lease shows the building out of use as a kiln. (1-3)
Old malthouse and cottage of c. 1799. The loft floor has been removed. Shown on the tithe map
of 1848 when Joseph Ludlam was the tenant. In 1971 it was in use for storage. (4)
Sources:
(1)
Index: NDAT. NDAT (no specific reference).
(2)
Listed Building File: 1972. Notification of Listing. 3/3059/096.

(3)
(4)

Index: CBA Industrial Archaeology Report Card. Malt kiln, Matlock; 1972
Unpublished document: County Treasure Recording Form. 10(g).1, with photos

Most of the later additions have been removed and the complete elevation is visible, which reveal
the original C18 fenestration, formerly small shuttered vents for controlling airflow within the
malthouse. (M Morris, 2009)
St Andrew's House, Lumsdale Road, Matlock, SMR Number 10055
Description:
St Andrew's House is a grade II* listed building of mid-18th century date. It is constructed of
stone, with three storeys and an attic. A rainwater head has initials and the date 1757. (1)
Sources
(1)
Bibliographic reference: DOE(HHR) U D of Matlock, Derbyshire, Oct 1972, 7.
Bentley Cottage (aka Dyehouse Croft and Walk Mill Croft), SMR Number 10070
Description:
Bentley Cottage, Alfreton Road, Matlock. 19th century building known as Dyehouse Croft,
formerly known as Walk Mill Croft (1). Former dye house. (2) The 1st ed. 25" OS map depicts
the plot extending onto the west bank of Bentley Brook.
Comparison of this map with a modern map shows that the course of the brook has been altered.
(3)
Sources:
(1)
Index: CBA Industrial Archaeology Report Card. Bentley Cottage, Matlock (1972)
(2)
Unpublished document: County Treasure Recording Form. 10(i).6, with photo
(3)
Map: Ordnance Survey. OS County Series, 1st edition, scale 1:2500 (c. 25" to one mile).
Derbyshire
XXXIV.3
TANSLEY PARISH
Farnsworth’s Bleach Works, SMR Number 10072
Description:
One of several bleach works on the Bentley Brook in Lumsdale. (1-2)
Sources:
(1)
Index: CBA Industrial Archaeology Report Card. Bentley Brook, 1974
(2)
Map: Ordnance Survey. OS County Series, 2nd edition (1st revision), scale 1:2500 (c. 25" to
one mile). Derbyshire XXIX.15
The site is named on the 1845-47 tithe award for Tansley as a “bleach yard & croft” (UMAU
Tansley Wood Mill Report, 2001 page 68)
Photograph in “The Matlocks & Bakewell, 1893”, shows the complex before it moved to the east
side of the road. Many of the buildings illustrated in the photograph have been demolished,
including a 3-storey detached house with stone-coped gables, of early C19 origin. (M Morris, 2009)
The existing buildings, which line the right side of the road, largely date from the early 1900s (in
their present configuration by the time of the 3rd ed. OS 1922). The main exceptions are the
cottages at the rear of the site & the walls that surround the mill yard to the west of the road, all of
which are probably early 19th century. The tall buildings which front the road are nevertheless an
interesting group of late mill buildings purpose-built for bleaching, which preserve the strong
characteristics of the conservation area. Buildings located at the back of the site are largely without
any historic or architectural interest. (M Morris, 2009)

The Farnsworth family also acquired the earlier buildings further up the Lumsdale valley, which
were also called Farnsworth’s Bleachworks by the early twentieth century.
Tansley Wood House, SMR Number 13608
Description:
In 1800 Sir Joseph Banks leased a house at Tansley Wood House to Frances Willoughby and John
Radford, owners of the nearby Tansley Wood Mill. Subsequently the house was enlarged to a
substantial size. It stands in its own parkland, overlooking the mill complex, a fine example of a
rural mill owner's house. It was later acquired by the Radford family and in turn by the Drabbles
before being sold and divided into flats. Tansley Wood House was built in at least three phases. It
is assumed that the earliest phase relates to the lease of 1800. The map evidence of c. 1820 shows
that the house had already substantially acquired its ultimate footprint with the larger north-south
wing added. There is also evidence of the adjacent coach-house, although this took the form of
two separate buildings at this date rather than a single terrace. The parkland and ornamental wood
around Tansley Wood House, although now degraded from years of neglect, bear witness to the
affluence and stature of the earlier owners. (1)
Sources:
(1)
Unpublished document: Charlton, C. 1999. Research notes and illustrations produced to
accompany a request to DCMS for listing.
The 1840s Tithe award for Tansley lists this as both owned & occupied by Thomas & Edward
Radford, who also owned & ran Tansley Wood Mill. At that date it formed part of a private estate
which on the north-west was bounded by the drive to the house from Lumsdale Road, on the south
and east was bounded by the Knabhall (Tansley) Brook and which on the north included Tansley
Wood. Although the mill ceased to be run by the Radfords by the early 1870s, the house remained a
family residence as the home of Edward Radford’s son, Childers Charles Radford, JP. (M Morris,
2009)
Tansley Wood Mill (TANSLEY PARISH), SMR Number 13605
Tansley Wood Mill and mill ponds. Textile factory of 1783, with additions of c.1794 and the early
19th century. The mill ceased operations in 1999.
Description:
A complicated series of two and three storey stone buildings of various dates partly converted to
residential use. The oldest building on the site was a large spinning and candlewick mill built by
Edward Radford in 1799. The complex is now in multiple use. A bleach works at SK 313603
appears to be part of the same group. (1)
The first mill buildings on the site were erected in 1783. This first development was financially
unsound and collapsed in c. 1792 when the mill was taken over by Miss Willoughby who had
several other mills in the area. From the outset the mill manufactured candlewick. To this was
added doubling and bleaching, until 1871 when the property was leased to a firm of worsted
spinners. In 1889 the property was leased to F H Drabble, a waste merchant, fuller and bleacher.
Drabbles developed the site extensively and continued in the hosiery waste business until 1955,
after which time the sole business became bleaching, dyeing and finishing. This continued until July
1999, the surplus buildings being converted into a small industrial estate. The earliest building of
1783 is substantially intact. Its wheelpit was the subject of a survey by the Matlock History Group
in 1991. An illustration shows the site in 1845 and all the historic structures shown in this
illustration are thought to have survived. (2)

Tansley Wood Mill, Listed Grade II. Textile Factory, empty at time of inspection in 2000. Built in
1783, with additions of c. 1794 and early C19. (3)
After the expiry of one of Richard Arkwright’s patents in 1783, work started immediately in
building a new mill at Tansley to produce spun cotton thread. The first buildings were erected on
the site by Messrs Osgathorpe and Prestwidge; however the project failed when the owners were
declared bankrupt. In 1792 the lease was taken over by Miss Frances Willoughby who, with her
partner John Radford, converted the mill to make candlewick. Farey in 1807 refers to ‘a candlewick
mill in Tansley’, noting it to be one of only four such mills in the county at that time. In the 1840s,
Tansley Wood Mill was owned by Thomas and Edward Radford and the business was described as
‘linen and cotton candlewick manufacturers’. In 1851 an agreement over water rights made the last
reference to making candlewick, at which time the site also included a bleach works. In 1890 the
Radford family leased the mill to Frederick Henry Drabble and the mill became known as ‘Drabbles
Mill’, being used for the recovery of hosiery waste. It expanded further into dyeing and bleaching in
the early 20th century, but finally ceased operations in July 1999. The water supply for Tansley
Wood Mill came from the Bentley Brook and was stored in two large mill ponds. (4)
Sources:
(1)
Bibliographic reference: Dudley Fowkes (ed). 1997. Derbyshire Industrial Archaeology. A
Gazetteer of Sites. Part IV. Derbyshire Dales. p 51
(2)
Unpublished document: Charlton, C. 1999. Research notes and illustrations produced to
accompany a request to DCMS for listing.
(3)
Listed Building File: 2000. Listing Notification. 668/8/10032.
(4)
Article in serial: Gifford, A. 2005. 'Tansley Wood Mill, Matlock. A Derbyshire 'bump' mill',
Wind & Water Mills. Number 24, pp 46-55.
UMAU, Nov. 2001 - “one of a significant group of water-powered textile mills established in
eastern Derbyshire, on the Derwent and its tributaries in the late 18th century. The mill is also likely
be the flax spinning mill or linen-yarn mill listed by John Farey in 1817.
Arkwright Society nd - “In 1800 Sir Joseph Banks leased to Miss Willoughby and John Radford a
house at Tansley Wood (believed to be Tansley Wood House) and a mill…………
Origin?
“In the mid 19th century there is the first evidence that the site was also being used for bleaching.
The earliest reference found for this is an agreement in January 1851 over water rights between
John Farnsworth of the neighbouring bleachworks and Thomas & Edward Radford, who are
described as candlewick manufacturers and bleachers.”
Bobbin Mill,
The mill is shown on the 1845 tithe map.
Scholes Mill (Tansley Mill, Bottom Mill, Shawl Mill, Unwin’s), SMR no.13607
Description:
SK 320599. Unwins mill is a late 18th century textile mill of primitive construction. (1)
Former cotton spinning mill (later used for the manufacture of red tape) with manager's house
attached. Coursed gritstone rubble, Welsh Slate roof. Built in 1797 for Samuel Unwin. The wheel
appears to have been set transversely partly within the mill building and contained within stone
cross walls (which are not continued above ground level) with associated gear placed within low
outshuts. The mill is of 3 storeys with a 16 window range almost identical to both sides. There is a
left-hand stone end stack (for heating) with a tall brick end stack to right abutting the end wall (for
the engine house, dismantled, which replaced the water-powered system in the later 19th century).
The manager's house is attached to the left and is two and a half storeys high, with a 4 window
range. (2)

One of three former cotton mills in Tansley Dale, described as disused in 1960. Typical of the many
early cotton mills which still survive in Derbyshire. (3)
A three-storey, 16-bay gritstone mill with a later house at the west end and a brick chimney at the
east. Rectangular cast-iron windows. Dam and mill pond to the north-east. Built by Samuel
Unwin as a spinning mill in the late 1780s but latterly used for storage. (4)
In the late 18th century Scholes Mill was built as an industrial cotton smallware mill. A manager's
house was built onto the mill structure soon after the original construction. Further additions
occurred when the mill was converted to steam power, as the area which housed the water wheel
became the boiler house. These extensions took place before the printing of the OS 1st ed. 25"
map (1878) as the map records the mill as having a similar ground plan to that which can be seen
today. In the 1940s the Army occupied the mill and made some additions to the structure but by
1952 Scholes Mill was derelict and mainly used for storage. There is a lack of documentary
evidence for the mill and little appears to be known about it. A building survey in 2007 recorded
the remaining fabric of the mill and noted that it had undergone some minor extensions between its
construction and the first recorded maps of the 19th century. The mill was converted to steam
power between its construction in 1782 and the printing of Tansley Tithe Map in 1846. (5)
During the excavation of a lift shaft pit at the derelict Scholes Mill site, the intact wheel-pit and tail
race of the former mill was revealed. This was drawn and photographed. Rotational scarring
visible on the walls of the wheel-pit indicated that the wheel had been approximately 12m in
diameter. (6)
Sources:
(1)
Bibliographic reference: CBA Panel on Indust Mons 1975 12.
(2)
Listed Building File: 1990. Notification of Listing. 3/3159/171.
(3)
Index: CBA Industrial Archaeology Report Card. Cotton Mills, Tansley
(4)
Bibliographic reference: Dudley Fowkes (ed). 1997. Derbyshire Industrial Archaeology. A
Gazetteer of Sites. Part IV. Derbyshire Dales. p 51
(5)
Unpublished document: Brightman, J (ARS Ltd.). 2007. Scholes Mill, Tansley, Matlock.
Desk Based Assessment and Building Recording.. SMR Doc. No. 1026
(6)
Unpublished document: Thornton, A (ARS Ltd.). 2007. Scholes Mill, Tansley, Matlock:
Watching Brief on Groundworks for Lift Shaft Pit. SMR Doc. No. 1027
UMAU 2001: Samuel Unwin also had mills in Sutton-in-Ashfield & Mansfield (Chapman 1967, 79;
Nixon 1969, 193). Both of Unwins mills are dated by Nixon to about 1783. Pilkington referred to a
mill in 1789 “ a cotton mill was a few years ago erected according to the model of that invented by
Sir Richard Arkwright”
1788 Census by Patrick Colquhoun – records two mills occupied by the firms of Samuel Unwin &
Co and John White & Co.
A third mill of George Smith at Tansley may be the bobbin mill near Tansley Knoll or the corn mill
or bobbin mill higher up the Alfreton Road (M Morris, 2009).
Speedwell Mill (Top Mill, Tape Mill)
There is very little documentary information about this mill. It appears in a photograph & 19th
century engraving of Scholes Mill in “The Matlocks and Bakewell – Famous Derbyshire Health
Resorts, 1893”, facsimile pub. Arkwright Society 1984 but this bears little relationship to the mill we
see today. The illustrations show that it once had multi-paned timber windows, almost identical in
pattern to original windows that survive at Belper North Mill of 1804. The topography meant that
the launder which fed the mill, which ran along an unusual, stone arched aqueduct, was relatively

high and could supply an overshot or breastshot wheel, which was housed within the building, in
the far eastern end bay. It was only 8 bays long, half the length of the lower mill, although the
engraving suggests a longer range. (M Morris, 2009)
This mill is reported to have been built by Samuel Unwin in c1783 (Nixon 1969, 193). The 1845-6
tithe award names the site as “Top Mill”, owned by Unwin Heathcote & occupied by John Hackett
& Sons. (M Morris, 2009)
Launder and wheelhouse, SMR Number 10054
Description:
SK 311 600 An aqueduct carries a launder, now a pipe, to a large wheelhouse built on to the end of
a late 18th century textile mill. (1)
Sources:
(1)
Bibliographic reference: CBA Panel on Indust Mons 1975 12.
This probably refers to the only surviving aqueduct at Speedwell Mill (M Morris, 2009)
Yew Tree Farm and Barn, SMR No. 13603
Description:
SK 314598 Yew Tree Farm and Barn. Farm dated 1623 on north gable. 2 storeys and attic of
coursed stone rubble. Irregular plan; mullioned windows. (1) Barn to the east of the farm is also
early 17th century, coursed stone rubble with tiled roof. 2 plain doorways with stairs to one on left.
Probably originally a tithe barn. (2)
Sources:
(1)
Index: NDAT. 3300. 3300.
(2)
Index: NDAT. 3301. 3301.
There is a lack of evidence for a farm on this site, because of the land distribution by the nineteenth
century. A field alongside the Old Coach Road was named as Tithe Barn Close in the Enclosure
Award. The main house was probably built by a wealthy local merchant, wealth possibly acquired in
association with lead mining. The suggested “Tithe Barn” may have had a different purpose
entirely. (M Morris, 2009)
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